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Shallow Geophysics
and Archaeology
at Pineland
by Christina Perry Sampson, Randee Hunter,
and Victor D. Thompson

In July, the Ohio State University (OSU) and the Randell
Research Center began a pilot project using shallow geophysical
survey techniques at the Pineland Site Complex. Victor
Thompson of OSU and Karen Walker and William Marquardt
of the Florida Museum developed the project to evaluate the
potential of geophysical survey to reveal buried archaeological
features and help reconstruct past use of the landscape at
Pineland. This season’s work focused on Surf Clam Ridge and
Citrus Ridge near the central portion of the site.
Over five days, the crew covered 18,400 square meters with
electrical resistance survey and 5,090 square meters with ground
penetrating radar (GPR). Analysis is ongoing, but preliminary
results show disparate patterns across the site. On Citrus Ridge,
the resistance survey identified underground variations that
may indicate midden and redeposited sand. These data could
help to answer questions about how human habitation and
storm surges contributed to the formation of these landscape
features. GPR survey on both ridges complements the resistance survey by providing a three-dimensional subsurface view
of these landforms. Additionally, GPR survey around the site

Christina Perry Sampson, Randee Hunter, Matt Millard,
Andrew Lee, and Evan Russel operate the resistivity probe.
(Photo by Victor Thompson.)

was successful in detecting the location of some of the smaller
Calusa canals.
Future work will involve comparing the geophysical results
with the previous excavation and coring data from Pineland.
Comparing geophysical measurements with excavation data
helps archaeologists to understand larger patterns in the
distribution of archaeological features. Often, such patterns
are revealed only through large-scale excavations, which are
costly and destructive to archaeological resources. This research
promises to be of interest both methodologically and for
understanding the history of human occupation at Pineland.

What is shallow
geophysical survey?

Christina Perry Sampson, Andrew Lee, Hannah Solomon,
and Evan Russel gather data using ground-penetrating
radar. (Photo by Victor Thompson.)

Shallow geophysical survey allows archaeologists to map subsurface features without
excavation. Survey techniques use electrical
currents, radar, or magnetic sensors to identify
features that stand out in certain ways from
the surrounding area. Underground walls,
middens, ditches and other archaeological
features may vary physically from the ground
around them in various ways, such as reﬂecting
electromagnetic signals, holding more or less
moisture (aﬀecting electrical conductivity/
resistivity), or altering the natural magnetic ﬁeld
of the soil. Measurements at standard intervals
are compiled with computer software to create
maps that show patterns over the survey area,
which can reveal buried archaeological features.
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Update on Mound 5
by Michael Wylde

Analysis of the BCM5 material
excavated in 2009-2010 is underway.
The Brown’s Mound Complex is seen
by visitors adjacent to the teaching
pavilion at the Calusa Heritage Trail,
and includes the often-climbed, nearly
30-feet-tall Brown’s Complex Mound 1
(BCM1). The truncated BCM5 is located
between BCM1 and Waterfront Drive.
We were able to get two radiocarbon
dates from Operation M-3 using fighting
conch (Strombus alatus) shells from
the 50-x-50-cm zooarchaeological
sample. Level 91, which is from 80 to
90 centimeters below datum, dated to
about A.D. 650. Level 96, from 130 to
140 centimeters below datum, dated
to about A.D. 440. Level 96 is at the
current intertidal zone, as deep as we
can dig without pumping out water.
The two dates are in stratigraphic and
temporal sequence, which suggests
that the mound is mostly undisturbed
under a layer of historic debris.
Analysis of animal bones and shells is

nearly complete, and will help us
correlate the environmental
information from Mound 5 with
other contemporary units at
Pineland. The two dates bracket
the beginning of the Vandal
Minimum (ca. A.D. 550), when
global climate was in flux. A
close analysis of the animal
bones and shells could show
how these global events affected Pine
Island Sound and its residents at this
time. It was very helpful to be able to
use the comparative faunal collections
at the Ruby Gill House lab this summer
to continue working on the collection
while at Pineland. Also, thanks to UF
undergrad Jason Breslin of Naples for
his help in the initial faunal analysis.
Illustrator Sue Ellen Hunter is working
on professional renderings of the
profiles and notable artifacts from
the excavation. Readers will be familiar
with Sue Ellen’s work from the many
publications she has assisted with at

Michael Wylde sorts and identiﬁes
animal bones from the Operation M
excavations on Brown’s Complex
Mound 5 (BCM5). (Photo by Melissa

Ayvaz.)

the Pineland Site.
If all goes well, the excavation report
will be completed next spring, and
another piece of the Pineland puzzle will
fit into place. Many thanks to Drs.
Marquardt and Walker for their assistance in this project, and to all the RRC
volunteers who were kind enough to
participate in the Mound 5 dig.

Citrus Ridge Dig Enters Analytical Phase
by Melissa Ayvaz

It took one month

to carefully
dig the 1-x-1-meter test pit, one 5-cm
level at a time, and about one hour to
fill the hole back in. Archaeological
fieldwork at the Citrus Ridge was
successfully completed on June 19th
and backfilling of the unit occurred
(with the aid of Dr. Bill Marquardt, RRC
maintenance specialist Gary Vinson,
and a tractor) on July 3rd. The Citrus
Ridge is traversed by visitors to the
Calusa Heritage Trail, and features two
interpretive signs, one on Calusa
spirituality and one on Pineland since
the Calusa.
The excavation was intended to
investigate the hypothesis that a major
hurricane and associated storm surge
impacted the site in the 4th century
AD. The excavation unearthed many

interesting artifacts and animal remains,
along with sediments and assemblages
that support the storm-surge hypothesis. I will be working over the next year
to analyze and put the
findings into writing.
Preliminary results will be
presented at the annual
meeting of the Southeastern Archaeological
Conference, and the
complete analysis will
be a major portion of my

Melissa Ayvaz (left)
confers with Karen
Walker during excavations on Citrus Ridge,
June, 2011. (Photo by

Margi Nanney.)

Master’s thesis at the University of
Florida. Much appreciation goes out to
all who participated in and visited the
excavation!
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Boy Scouts Receive
Merit Badge Training at
Randell Research Center
by Michael Wylde

On June 10th, the RRC participated

in a Boy Scout training program
organized by Matt Schuld of the
Southwest Florida office of the Florida
Public Archaeology Network and FGCU
student/FPAN intern Dennis Kadera.
After a week of classes and activities at
FGCU, eleven scouts and two scoutmasters from Fort Myers Troop 1 met
at the Calusa Heritage Trail for a Friday
night orientation and camp-out. The
scouts set up camp and explored the
area in the evening, and especially
enjoyed our newly completed observation pier on Waterfront Drive.
Saturday morning began with a tour
of the Pineland Site Complex; we were
lucky that UF grad student Melissa
Ayvaz was still on site, working on her
Citrus Ridge excavation, and the scouts
were able to observe a real archaeological dig in process. Next we toured the
labs and facilities at the Ruby Gill House
and had a brief training on the archaeological materials from Pineland and the
methods we use in collection and
identification. Using ¼ - inch screens,
the scouts helped us sift through
material from what we call “Pile T” – a
large unprovenienced sample from
Brown’s Complex Mound 4 – finding and
identifying pottery, fish bones, and shell
tools.

We explained the importance of
bagging and recording information from
our finds, and discussed curation
procedures at the Florida Museum of
Natural History, the eventual permanent home of the material from Pile T.
After lunch, FPAN and RRC hosted
Seminole Tribal Archaeologist Vanessa
Poling, who gave a great talk on
Seminole history and archaeology for
the boys in our classroom at the Trail.
Lastly, even though it was pretty hot,
we had a class on physics and primitive

technology using the atlatl, or spearthrower. All of the scouts did well
throwing the six-foot darts, and we
may have inspired an exciting physics
project for school in the fall.
The scouts were exemplary guests,
leaving nothing but footprints in their
wake. We hope that they gained a
deeper knowledge of their local history
and archaeology as an academic
profession while earning a merit badge
(and having a good time) at the Calusa
Heritage Trail.

Visiting boy
scouts look on as
Melissa Ayvaz
explains archaeological excavation
techniques. (Photo
by Margi Nanney.)
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Coming Events
Explore the Estuary of
Pine Island Sound
Saturdays, October 8 and
November 5, 9 a.m. – 12 noon
With the sponsorship of the Charlotte
Harbor National Estuary Program, the
RRC will again oﬀer our popular “Muck
Abouts” – a chance to wade, and learn
ﬁrst-hand about the plants and animals
of local estuaries. “Muck Abouts” begin
at the Calusa Heritage Trail pavilion and
are available to adults and children over 9
years of age by preregistration only (one
adult per 4 children maximum). Participants must wear sturdy shoes, clothing
to get wet, and expect to encounter mud!
Each date is limited to 20 people. Call
239-283-2157 to register.

Captiva Cruises Excursion
Beginning November 4, Captiva Cruises
will again oﬀer its special eco-heritage
tour featuring RRC and the Tarpon Lodge.
Launching from the McCarthy Marina on
Captiva Island, the trip includes a cruise
by the historic ﬁsh houses, to learn about
the history of the commercial and sport
ﬁshing in the area and to enjoy the marine
life encountered along the way. Lunch at
the Tarpon Lodge and a guided hike at the
Calusa Heritage Trail follow the boat trip,
and the cruise back to Captiva oﬀers a
chance to reﬂect and relax. Price is $45
per person (does not include lunch). For
more information, call 239-472-5300.

Keep up with
upcoming events at the RRC
on our website:
www.flmnh.ufl.edu/RRC/
events.htm

Where Has Your
Hat Traveled?
Cindy’s RRC Hat Goes to
Panama
by Cindy Bear

The RRC hat of Program Coordinator
Cindy Bear was seen this summer in
Panama, an enigmatic country of
dynamic coastlines, cloud forests,
unique wildlife, and the engineering
marvel, the Panama Canal.
Cindy and her husband Charles joined
three researchers from the University
of Maryland studying frogs in streams
of Chucantí as part of their work on the
loss of frogs, due to a fungal disease,
throughout Central and South America.
Cindy and Charles also spent two
weeks volunteering with the Panama
Canal Project, a joint effort between the
Florida Museum of Natural History and
Panamanian scientists. The widening of
the canal has created an unprecedented
opportunity for study of Neogene (23
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Cindy Bear waterscreens sediment containing fossil shark
teeth. (Photo by Charles O’Connor.)
million years ago to present) fossil
deposits. Cindy wore her hat during days
spent screening rock and soil matrix
that was next dried and examined, by
stereomicroscope, to locate tiny 10-20
million-year-old shark teeth. The teeth
she sorted will be used by paleontologists to help establish climatic conditions, species diversity, and paleo
sharks’ migratory patterns. All in all,
quite an unconventional and interesting
journey for one hat!
Gift Shop & Tour Information:
(239) 283-2157
Send questions or comments to:
Randell Research Center
PO Box 608
Pineland, FL 33945-0608
Telephone: (239) 283-2062
Fax: (239) 283-2080
Email: randellcenter2@rancenter.
comcastbiz.net
Website: www.ﬂmnh.uﬂ.edu/RRC/
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DearÊ Friend,
You are cordially invited to join, or renew your membership in, the RRC’s support society, Friends of the Randell
Research Center. All Friends of the RRC receive a quarterly newsletter and free admission to the Calusa Heritage
Trail at Pineland. Supporters at higher levels are entitled to discounts on our books and merchandise, advance
notice of programs, and special recognition. Your continuing support is vital to our mission. It means more
research, more education, and continued site improvements at the Randell Research Center. Thank you.
Sincerely,

William H. Marquardt
Director
Randell Research Center

Please check the membership level you prefer, and send this form with your check payable to U. F. Foundation, to:
Membership Coordinator • Randell Research Center • PO Box 608 • Pineland, Florida 33945
❏ Supporter ($1,000-$4,999): The above + listing on annual
donor plaque at Pineland site
❏ Sustaining Members ($5,000-$19,999), Benefactors
($20,000-$99,999), and Patrons ($100,000 and above)
receive all of the above + complimentary RRC publications and
special briefings from the Director.

Permanent Address
___________________________________________________________
Name
___________________________________________________________
Address
___________________________________________________________
City / State / Zipcode
Seasonal Address (so we can send you your newsletter while you are away)
___________________________________________________________
Name
___________________________________________________________
Address
___________________________________________________________
City / State / Zipcode
Use my seasonal address from ___________ to___________.
(date)
(date)
The Randell Research Center is a program of the Florida Museum of Natural History, University of Florida.

Photo by A. Bell.

❏ Individual ($30) and Student ($15): quarterly Newsletter and
free admission to Calusa Heritage Trail
❏ Family ($50): The above + advance notice and 10% discount on
children’s programs
❏ Contributor ($100-$499): The above + annual honor roll listing in
newsletter + 20% discount on RRC publications and merchandise
❏ Sponsor ($500-$999): The above + invitation to annual
Director’s tour and reception

Books, Videos, Cards, and RRC Gear
BOOKS ON SOUTHWEST FLORIDA’S ARCHAEOLOGY & HISTORY
The Calusa and Their Legacy: South Florida People and Their Environments
by Darcie A. MacMahon and William H. Marquardt, U. Press of Florida, hardcover, $39.95
Sharks and Shark Products in Prehistoric South Florida
by Laura Kozuch, Monograph 2, softcover, $5.00
The Archaeology of Useppa Island
edited by William H. Marquardt, Monograph 3, hardcover $35.00, softcover $20.00
New Words, Old Songs: Understanding the Lives of Ancient Peoples in
Southwest Florida Through Archaeology
by Charles Blanchard, illustrated by Merald Clark, hardcover $19.95, softcover $9.95
Fisherfolk of Charlotte Harbor, Florida
by Robert F. Edic, hardcover, $35.00
Edisonia Native Girl: The Life Story of Florence Keen Sansom
by Denége Patterson, Peppertree Press, 2010, softcover, $39.95
Florida’s First People
by Robin Brown, Pineapple Press, hardcover, $29.95
Missions to the Calusa
by John H. Hann, U. Press of Florida, hardcover, $35.00
Florida’s Indians
by Jerald T. Milanich, U. Press of Florida, softcover, $19.95
Archaeology of Precolumbian Florida
by Jerald T. Milanich, U. Press of Florida, softcover, $27.95
Guy LaBree — Barefoot Artist of the Florida Seminoles
by Carol Mahler, U. Press of Florida, hardcover, $34.95
Randy Wayne White’s Ultimate Tarpon Book: The Birth of Big Game Fishing
edited by Randy Wayne White and Carlene Fredericka Brennen. U. Press of Florida, hardcover, $34.95
I-Land: At the Edge of Civilization
by Roothee Gabay, a part-fantasy, part-historical novel based in the Calusa domain, PublishAmerica Books,
$14.95
Song of the Tides
by Tom Joseph, a historical novel about the Calusa, U. of Alabama Press, $19.95
Eyes of the Calusa
by Holly Moulder, a historical novel for young readers, winner of the silver medal in young adult fiction from the
Florida Publisher’s Association, White Pelican Press, $8.95
The Crafts of Florida’s First People
by Robin Brown, a step-by-step guide to making Florida Indian tools and containers (for ages 10 and up),
Pineapple Press, softcover, $9.95

CALUSA POSTCARDS

Images from the Calusa Heritage Trail
Art by Merald Clark, 4”-x-6” postcards, full-color, set of 11 cards, $4.50

AWARD-WINNING DOCUMENTARIES

The Domain of the Calusa: Archaeology and Adventure in the Discovery of South Florida’s Past
DVD video, $12.95
Expedition Florida: Three-Program Set (From Exploration to Exhibition,
The Wild Heart of Florida, Wild Alachua)
DVD video, $24.95

RANDELL RESEARCH CENTER GEAR

RRC logo hat $20.00
RRC logo short-sleeve cotton staﬀ shirt
Specify size (S, M, L, XL) and color (cream or blue-denim) $35.00
RRC logo short-sleeve cotton T-shirt
Specify Adult size (S, M, L, XL) $15.00 / Specify Child size (XS, S, M) $12.00
RRC logo tote bag $10.00
Total for items ordered:
RRC logo coﬀee mug $10.00
Friends of the RRC who give at the $100
To place order, make check payable to
U.F. Foundation and mail to:
Randell Research Center
PO Box 608
Pineland, FL 33945.
Questions? 239-283-2157
E-mail: randellcenter2@rancenter.comcastbiz.net

level or above may deduct 20% Discount: —
Florida residents add sales tax:
Shipping: Add $3.50 for first item,
$0.50 for each additional item:
TOTAL:
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Name (please print): ___________________________________________________
Mailing address (please print): ____________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Zip code (please print): __________________________________________________

